Fourier transform atomic absorption flame spectrometry with continuum source excitation.
The design and performance of a Fourier transform atomic absorption flame spectrometer (FT-AAS) is presented. A 300-W xenon arc continuum source and a Michelson interferometer are used. A signal to noise disadvantage arising from the multiplex feature of FT-AAS is demonstrated by varying the photon flux at the detector without changing the exciting radiation. A grating is used for dispersion of the radiation before the interferometer to reduce the spectral window at the photomultiplier tube. Detection limits for several elements are generally an order of magnitude poorer than those obtained by continuum atomic absorption methods using echelle-grating spectrometers. Line profiles and absorption spectra, within the region of the spectral window selected by the grating, can be obtained with this method. Standard curves for sodium were constructed to extend the linear calibration range, by using absorbances measured at the absorption maximum and 0.022 nm off-line.